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Abstract
Color is present in every aspect of human life, and
color is driving our decisions. In the digital computer
warning realm, in which a warning message is a
communication mechanism, color represents an
important design element, which aims at preventing the
hazard and reducing negative outcomes from the
user’s action. Interestingly, we are lacking the
understanding of how color appeal influences
behavioral intentions in culturally distinct countries
when it comes to paying more attention to warning
messages. We conducted a cross-cultural investigation
by running an online experiment, followed by a survey
of 258 participants from the United States and India.
Supported by the color-in-context theory, we found that
culture is an important dimension in the specific
warning message context in which color appeal is a
salient antecedent to behavioral intentions in culturally
distinct countries. We derive several theoretical
contributions and practitioners’ insights.

1. Introduction
Color is present in every aspect of human life, be it
chromatic (e.g. red) or achromatic (e.g. white). As
such, color is driving our decisions as we choose what
clothes to wear or which car color to pick - or even our
communication processes as we comment on
someone’s hair or skin color. An important amount of
research has addressed the complex color dimension in
the following areas: color physics (color definition and
modelling), color physiology and neuroscience (how
the eye and brain process color stimuli), color
linguistics and categorization (color representation in
language), and many other color-related topics such as
color reproduction and deficiency. However, “what is
surprising about the color literature is the relative
paucity of scientifically based research that has been
conducted on color psychology in humans (i.e., the
relation between color and affect, cognition, and
behavior” [1]. Interestingly, not only are we lacking
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empirical and theoretical work on color-psychological
relationship [2], but we are also seeing different
statements about this relationship as a product of
intuition, wrong information or scant empirical work of
questionable quality [1-3].
In the digital computer warning realm, in which a
warning message represents communication designed
to prevent users from hurting themselves or others [4],
color represents an important design element that aims
at preventing the hazard and reducing negative
outcomes [5-7].
This is partly explained by the fact that many
warning messages are based on a “trial and error”
approach rather than on persuasion or communication
theories [8].
Another explanation stems from the color’s
contextual surround. In particular, in a cultural context,
some colors (e.g. white, black and red) have default
meanings which differ (e.g., in India, purity for white;
or in the U.S., danger for red). This default meaning of
red was also adopted in the warning message context in
which a red color of warning signals danger and calls
for the user’s attention [9]. Although red is commonly
associated with the danger of failure, the literature on
red’s psychological effects has ignored the issue of
cultural generality or specificity [10].
According to color-in-context theory [1], the
influence of color on affect, cognition and behavior is a
function of the psychological context in which the
color is perceived. According to Noiwan and Norcio
[11]: “empirical investigations on the impacts of
cultural factors on interface design are absolutely
vital... Interface designers need to understand color
appreciation and color responses of people in different
cultures and regions.” Supported by the color-incontext theory, we argue that culture is an important
dimension that has not been adequately addressed in
the specific warning message context (cultural
dimension). Hence, we aim to answer the following
research questions: 1) How does a color application
(red, yellow and green) in diverse cultural groups
impact color appeal? and 2) Does increased color
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appeal impact behavioral antecedents
perceived risk and self-efficacy?

2

Theoretical framework

2.1

Color-in-context theory

such

as

The color-in-context theory suggests that there is a
strong link between color and psychological reasoning
[1]. The central premise of the color-in-context theory
is that the influence of color on affect, cognition and
behavior will depend on the psychological context in
which the color is perceived. The theory suggests that
context has been largely ignored in empirical and
theoretical studies. According to the Color-Culture
Chart devised by Russo [12], different colors will be
perceived differently in another cultural environment.
For instance, red in China means happiness, while red
signals danger in American culture.
Another important premise of color-in-context
theory is that viewing color influences psychological
functioning in such a way that it is consistent with the
color’s meaning. In other words, when users are
experiencing the color, their evaluative process will
appraise stimuli as being hospitable or hostile [13-15].
The hospitable dimension increases appetitive affect
(e.g. hope), cognition (e.g. being more flexible), or
behavior (e.g. overt approach). On the other side, the
hostile view means aversive affect (e.g. fear), cognition
(e.g. narrow processing) and behavior (e.g. overt
avoidance) [16-18].
Further, the meanings and effects of color are
strongly linked to both biologically based and learned
sources [2]. According to Elliot [2] “some colormeaning links, especially those that are observed
across time and culture, are a product of the cognitive
reinforcement and shaping (via social learning) of an
initial biologically engrained predisposition.” For
example, a red dress can carry sexual meaning.
Overall, this suggests that color meanings and effects
are context specific in which the same color can have
different meanings and, consequently, different effects
on the perceiver.

2.2

Color and decision-making

Digital warning messages are proposed to the user
as the last line of defense against potentially dangerous
outcomes, and meaning is conveyed through their
content and design elements (e.g., warning logo).

Although recent research has introduced “opinionated
design” (use of visual design cues to promote a
recommended course of action) [19], usually the
decision the user must take is a binary outcome
(Continue or Exit). Furthermore, the warning message
as an element of visual design is mostly adapted from
other disciplines. Overall, in the computer realm
context, it is assumed that the red color in the decisionmaking process is associated with a negative
connotation and should lead to aversive implications.
Consequently, the majority of recent warning
implementations (e.g. Chrome, Internet Explorer,
Firefox), have implemented red as the standard and
dominant color. However, red color’s impact on risktaking behavior has not yet been explicitly investigated
[20]. Although a number of studies demonstrated that
red triggers avoidance motivation [e.g. 21, 22-24],
several studies found a contradictory effect in which
red causes risk-averse situations [e.g. 25, 26, 27]
leading to positive effects (e.g. men attracted by
women’s red lipstick). Interestingly, in the digital
warning context, studies that tried to better understand
the color and risk-taking relationship are rare. This is
especially true in different cultural setups in which
color can have different meanings and interpretations.
According to Wogalter, Conzola and Smith-Jackson
[28], “warning components that are effective in one
culture may not be effective in others, it is important to
do cross-cultural testing of warnings whenever
appropriate and possible.”

3

Hypothesis development

Relationships between Color Appeal (CA) and
Perceived Risk (PR) and Behavior Intention (BI)
Studies on color implications and effects on human
preferences have been widely studied by psychologists
[29]. This is because “Colors are known to possess
emotional and psychological properties” [30]. We
follow the definition of color appeal proposed by Cyr
[31] that is defined as the degree to which colors in the
warning message are perceived by the user as pleasing,
appealing and appropriate. Hence, color appeal
suggests positive emotion. Clearly, if, for example, in
U.S. culture, red means “mistake” (e.g., teachers use
red to correct mistakes), stop (e.g., red traffic lights) or
danger (e.g., warning message), then we can expect to
see a positive effect on the color appeal. In other
words, if red suggests danger, then users (e.g., in U.S.
culture) will more likely tend to be compliant which
should lead to behavioral intenations. Overall, if the
color appeal increases, meaning that the perceiver finds
it pleasing, appealing and appropriate to transmit the
risk message, then we can expect the user to be more
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cautious and pay attention to the warning message.
Consequently, the user’s behavioral intention toward
being more compliant will be positively impacted
across all cultures. Hence, we hypothesize:
H1: Increased level of color appeal will be positively
associated with BI in all cultures
For Cunningham [32], perceived risk refers to the
situation of uncertainty regarding the possible negative
consequences and is viewed as expectation of losses. In
the warning context, if users continue with their actions
and ignore the warning message, the risk that they
incur is, for example, to be infected by the malicious
software that could damage their data. Hence, it is
expected that if a red warning message succeeds to
persuade them to be compliant, through an increased
level of color appeal (e.g., red color is appropriate for
their culture and their attention is increased), then we
can expect to see the positive impact of CA on PR.
Also, as color is one integral part of the entire warning
message design, different preferences may be observed
depending on the users’ cultural backgrounds [33-35].
Clearly, if users find the red color to be appealing, eyecatching and appropriate in his/her culture, then we
argue that the level of the perceived risk will be
positively influenced by the color appeal of the
warning message. Hence, we hypothesize:
H2: Increased level of color appeal will be positively
associated with PR in all cultures
Relationships between Perceived Risk (PR) and
Behavior Intention (BI)
In the warning message content, PR refers to the
risk of clicking on continued action in which data,
information and overall information integrity of users’
computers would be jeopardized. The deliberate user
action to continue with their browsing task indicates
that users acknowledge the risk, accept it and continue
with their action. Clearly, PR will influence their
decisions [36] and, as such, is an important driver of
the behavioral intentions. In this research, the PR
construct relates to security/privacy risk in which the
security or privacy dimension is vital in the decisionmaking process, as the entire process is surrounded by
uncertainty, anxiety and conflict that affects the
decision-maker [37]. Past research has shown that
perceived risk strongly impacts the decision-maker’s
adoption process [e.g. 38], and its relationships with
behavioral intentions [e.g. 39]. In this context, we
argue that an increase of PR will be positively linked
with the behavioral intentions to comply with the
warning message. Hence, we hypothesize:
H3: Increased level of PR will be positively associated
with BI in all cultures

Relationships between Cues to Action (CTA),
Perceived Self-Efficacy (PSE) and Perceived Risk
(PR)
Cues to action represent events that call for some
recommended action. These could be media reports,
internal organizational newsletters, social influence, or
recommendations from experts. Cues to action should
trigger “readiness to act” and stimulate behavior in
which perception of risk should be lower. Perceived
self-efficacy is one’s confidence in the ability to
successfully perform an action [40]. We argue that, in
the presence of CTA, users will be more aware of the
potential hazards and will, consequently, be more
cautious, which should decrease their level of
perceived risk. Similarly, if users have enough skills,
knowledge and competency to recognize, understand
and apprehend the warning message, then the level of
the perceived risk should be lower. Hence, we
hypothesize:
H4: Increased level of PSE will be positively
associated with PR in all cultures
H5: Increased level of CTA will be positively
associated with PR in all cultures
Relationship between Behavior Intention (BI)
and Actual Behavior (ACT)
The relationship between BI and ACT is theorized
in several theories such as the Theory of Reasoned
Action [41], and many studies have empirically tested
these theories. For instance, in Information Systems
studies, BI is found to predict actual IT usage [e.g. 42,
43]. However, BI may not always lead to actual
behaviors [44]. Indeed, several studies suggest that, in
an information security context, it is better and more
realistic to measure actual behaviors rather than
intentions [44-46]. Hence, in this study, we use actual
behavior (binary decision where user clicks on
continue or exit in the warning message) arguing that
BI will lead to actual behavior. Hence, we hypothesize:
H6: BI will be positively associated with ACT across
all cultures
Relationship between Culture, Color Appeal,
Perceived Risk and Behavioral Intention
Cultural Relativism suggests that color perception
is defined by culturally specific associations and
perceptual learning [47, 48]. In the Internet realm, the
user expects to have the website content localized [49,
50], in which content would be adapted to their own
cultural specifics (e.g. color of the warning message).
Past research suggests that website interface adoption
and preferences for design features are different from
one culture to another [51]. Moreover, color seems to
be an important element that designers should take into
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account when considering visual aesthetics [33]. This
is where the color appeal dimension comes into play as more appealing, interesting and eye-catching design
elements are more likely to grab the user’s attention.
Parallel to this, if, in a certain culture, the color
meaning has a different connotation (e.g., red has a
negative association in U.S. culture and is positive in
the Chinese culture), then we can expect to see
different moderating effects on the perceived risk.
Therefore, we expect to see different levels of color
appeal across different cultures. That is, color appeal as
related to perceived risk and behavioral intentions will
be moderated by culture. We base this hypothesis on
the color-in-context theory that suggests that color
perception is based on context specific and, as such,
should produce different effects on the user’s behavior.
This means that a specific culture will have
expectations when it comes to the color application
[49]. In other words, the same culture would expect to
see the warning message adapted to its culture such
that it represents the danger that users may expect in
case they continue with their action. Hence, we
hypothesize:
H7a: The influence of color appeal on perceived risk
will be moderated by culture
H7b: The influence of color appeal on behavioral
intentions will be moderated by culture
In the same vein, and supported by the color-incontext theory, we argue that color application will
have different arousal effects across different cultures.
That is, we expect that different colors (red, yellow and
green) will be perceived differently in U.S. and Indian
cultures. More precisely, as red is usually associated
with fear and danger in western cultures, we expect red
to transmit risky behavior in U.S. culture. In parallel,
as yellow suggests sacred and auspicious dimension in
Indian culture [12], we expect yellow to be the most
appealing color. Hence, we hypothesize:
H8a: The most appealing color in U.S. culture will be
red
H8b: The most appealing color in Indian culture will
be yellow

4

Research design

4.1

Participants

by an online survey. After receiving the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) approval, we used the deception
method to increase the realism of our results. Our
sample consisted of two different cultures: U.S. and
India. The choice was supported by their cultural
diversity related to [52] country cultural dimensions:
Power distance (U.S. 40, India 77); Uncertainty
avoidance (U.S. 46, India 40); Masculinity (U.S. 62,
India 56) and Individualism (U.S. 91, India 48). All
participants were general Internet users (e.g., students,
employees). Another reason for choosing the U.S. and
India is based on different color perceptions of these
two cultures [12]. Finally, we opted for red, green and
yellow color applications as these three colors seem to
be the most salient ones (red is the default warning
color, yellow is frequently used in warning messages,
and green represents the safety dimension). Finally, we
limit our study to the U.S. and India, but, as
highlighted in the limitations section, future studies
could incorporate other cultures.

4.2

Measures and procedures

All contacted users were provided a web link,
which led them to a website in which they were asked
to complete a task. The task consisted of selecting the
product image users liked the most. After clicking on
the task “start” button, users were presented the
warning banner message in which color was randomly
assigned by a random function within the web
application. The warning message is based on the latest
Google Chrome web browser malware warning that we
slightly modified (instead of using the word
“malware,” we used the word “safe” for simplicity and
comprehension reasons).
When users clicked on “Continue” or “EXIT,” their
binary decision was registered on a remote database (1
for continue and 0 for Exit). Finally, users were taken
to an online survey. All measures where possible were
adapted from the past literature (Color appeal [31],
Cues to Action [53], Perceived risk [54], Perceived
self-efficacy [55], Behavior Intention [53]; [56]), and
measured on an 11-point Likert scale from 0 to 10.

4.3

Method for analysis

Our research was built on the survey data and employs
variance-based structural equation modelling (SEM).

In order to capture actual user behaviors, we
conducted a non-controlled online experiment followed
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Figure 1. Warning message displayed (adapted from Google Chrome version 46)

The research model was tested using the partial
least squares (PLS) approach. We opted for WarpPLS
3.0 [57], a powerful PLS-based structural equation
modeling software that has the capability to test both
linear and non-linear relationships (e.g., U-shaped and
S-shaped functions).

5. Results
In this section, we present our detailed findings.

5.1

Demographics

Our final sample (we eliminated 38 responses for
different reasons: e.g., implausible response times < 1
min) accounted for 258 participants (male 149/female
109) from two different countries (U.S. 133, India
125). Out of 258 participants, 148 were students, 82
were employed, and 28 were in other category (e.g.,
unemployed).

5.2

Measurement model

To assess the research model fit with the data, it is
recommended that the p-values for both the average
path coefficient (APC) and the average r-squared
(ARS) be both lower than 0.05. Additionally, it is
recommended that the average variance inflation factor
(AVIF) be lower than 5 [57]. In reference to the results
(APC= 0.248 and ARS= 0.190 with p<0.001, AVIF=
1.141), all of three criteria are met in both models, and
we have reason to believe that the models have
acceptable predictive and explanatory quality.
Further, the composite reliabilities of the different
measures range from 0.837 to 0.972, which exceeds the
recommended threshold value of 0.70. Also, following
the recommendation of Fornell and Larcker [58], the
average variance extracted (AVE) for each variable
construct exceeds 0.50. According to the FornellLarcker criterion [58], the AVE of each latent construct
should be higher than the construct’s highest squared
correlation with regard to any other latent construct.
Also, to conduct the discriminant validity test, we
calculated the square root of the reflective construct’s

AVE, which is on the diagonal, and the correlations
between the constructs are in the lower left triangle.
We conclude that the discriminant validity test has
been established.
Next, we checked the cross loadings in which
discriminant validity is established when an indicator’s
loading on a construct is higher than all of its cross
loadings with other constructs. The results indicated
that all the items are more highly loaded on their
respective construct than on any other as all of the
items’ loadings were greater than 0.70 (all significant,
p < 0.001).
We have now reviewed the initial information by
conducting a full collinearity check and checking
factor loadings and cross loadings. We conclude that
the initial results indicate that the model findings are
meaningful.

5.3

Common method bias

As we collected responses from single respondents
via the online survey, there is a possibility for common
method bias. In an effort to minimize the susceptibility
of the study to common methods bias, we provided
detailed explanations and examples to all constructs
and terms within the survey, which ensured higher
realism leading to more responses that are valid. Also,
we followed two recommendations as suggested by
Podsakoff [59] to address some specific threats to
common method bias: 1) before participants started the
survey they read a statement that explained that there is
no good or bad answer and that their honest answers
are expected; and 2) we assured participants that their
responses are fully anonymous. We used two
procedures to check for common method variance
(CMV): Harman’s single factor [59] and the technique
recommended by [60]. Based on both tests, we
concluded that common method bias is not a concern
for this research.

5.4

Hypothesis results

We used a structural equation modelling approach to
test our hypotheses. Following the recommendation
from Chin [61], we performed bootstrapping (500 sub-
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samples) to test the statistical significance of each path
by examining the t-statistics. Full model results are
depicted in Figure 2.
All paths from H1-H6 are positive and statistically
significant. Thus, we can confirm that hypotheses H1
to H6 are all supported. Also, 22% and 31% of
variance for perceived risk and behavioral intention,
respectively, are explained by the model that exceeds
the recommended 10% benchmark as suggested by
[62].

Perceived
Self-efficacy

Cues to Action
H4
β =0.14**

Perceived
Risk
R2=0.22

H2
Colour appeal

H5
β =0.23***

β =0.26***

β =0.45***

β =0.20***

β =-0.06 NS

H7b
β =-0.02 NS

Behavior
(Intention)
R2=0.31

H6
β =0.16***

Actual Behavior

Culture
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
NS – not sifnificant

Figure 2. Full model results

Further, to test mediating effects of culture on
CAPR and on CABI, we used WarpPLS by
inspecting coefficients generated for indirect and total
effects, which include p values. Results showed that
interactions fall short of significance: CAPR (β=0.06, p=0.18) and CABI (β=-0.02, p=0.41). Hence,
we conclude that culture is not moderating the
relationships between color appeal and perceived risk
Red
Colors /
Relationship
CA--> BEH
CA--> PR
PR-->BEH
CSE-->PR
CUE-->PR
BEH-->ACT

Full model
(N=258)
0.20***
0.26***
0.45***
0.14**
0.23***
0.16***

US
(N=48)
0.30**
0.28**
0.49***
0.21*
0.31***
0.54***

5.5
Hypothesis
application

results for each color

Next, we wanted to examine the relationship
between different constructs for each of the color
applications. We ran SEM analysis for each country
and each color application (red, yellow and green).
Results are presented in Table 1. Results indicate that
CA to BEH and PR is significant across all colors for
the U.S. and is significant for red and green in Indian
culture. Path PRBEH is significant for both cultures
and all colors. Similarly, CSEPR is significant for all
colors and both cultures, except for the green color.
Finally, the BEHACT path is significant only in
red/U.S. and India, yellow/U.S. and green/India.
Next, in order to understand how color appeal
differs from one culture to another and if its effects are
stronger or weaker depending on the color, we run
multiple comparisons tests.

H3

H1
H7a

and between color appeal and behavioral intention.
Thus, hypotheses H7a and H7b are not supported.

India
(N=39)
0.24*
0.36***
0.37***
0.22*
0.31***
0.22***

More precisely, to compare relationships between
colors and country and between different colors for the
same country, we ran pairwise comparisons (the Tukey
test).
From the results we can see that the red color is
more appealing than yellow (0.032, p<0.01) and green
(0.023, p<0.01) in the U.S. culture. This suggests that,
in U.S. culture, red is a preferred color over yellow and
green for the warning banner message. We conclude
that hypothesis H8a is supported. However, we did not
find any evidence to support H8b, in which yellow
would be the most appealing in Indian culture. Hence,
H8b is not supported.

Yellow
Green
US
India
US
India
(N=44)
(N=42)
(N=41)
(N=44)
0.43***
0.12 NS
0.43***
0.43***
0.33*
0.13 NS
0.54***
0.33***
0.31*
0.96***
0.31**
0.25*
0.29*
0.55***
-0.21 NS
-0.16 NS
0.16 NS
-0.30 NS
-0.10 NS
0.22*
0.42***
0.06 NS
0.11*
0.24*
**0 p-value< .001 ** p-value< .01 * p-value< .05

Table 1: Results for each color application
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6. Discussion
In this research, we sought to answer two research
questions: 1) How does a color application (red, yellow
and green) in diverse cultural groups impact color
appeal? and 2) Does increased color appeal impact
behavioral antecedents such as perceived risk and selfefficacy? More precisely, we hypothesized positive
relationships between color appeal, perceived risk and
behavioral intention and between cues to action,
perceived self-efficacy and perceived risk. We found
support for most of our hypotheses. Although, we did
not find culture to moderate color appeal/perceive risk
and color-appeal/behavioral intention relationships in
the full model, we found strong support for color
application (red, yellow and green) having different
effects on color appeal in US culture.

6.1

Theoretical contribution

Our research offers several new contributions to the
Information Systems security literature and in
particular, to the human-computer interaction field.
Firstly, we uniquely applied the color appeal construct
[31] in the warning message context demonstrating that
color appeal is a significant predictor of perceived risk
and behavioral intentions to comply with the warning
message content. This finding extends past research
which mostly dealt with cognitive processing [63], or
trying to understand why people ignore warnings [6468]. Second, we extend the color-in-context theory to
the warning context, highlighting that context specific
applications such as the warning color appeal, is an
important antecedent to users’ behavioral intentions.
Third, we uniquely applied the actual behavior in
combination with the perceived risk and color appeal
dimensions, which adds more precision to the overall
results. In the information security context, measuring
actual behavior is far more realistic and should
strengthen results in the specific warning context.
Fourth, our study clarified the relationships between
culture and color appeal/perceived risk/behavioral
intention constructs in such a way that we found no
moderating effect is present in those relationships for
our full model. However, we found different color
applications (red, yellow and green) to produce
different effects in a different culture. More precisely,
although yellow seems to be positively associated to
BEH and PR in U.S. culture, this is not the case for
Indian culture. This finding is quite new in the warning
context. Past studies [31] also found that blue and grey
are more appealing than yellow in an eCommerce
context. Our study reveals that, in the unique warning

message context, cultural environment does play a vital
role in the color selection process. That is, the color
application has a different effect across different
cultures and, as such, does not seem to have the same
level of efficiency on the user’s behavior from one
culture to another. Finally, we found red to be the most
appealing color in the U.S. culture context. However,
we did not find yellow to be the most appealing in
Indian culture. This can be explained by the fact that as
users in India are repeatedly socialized to US color
standards on websites, then their behavior could be
expected to be pulled away from India norms. Also,
this indicates that another color application should be
tested to understand if, for example, white is the most
efficient color for the warning message context in
Indian culture.

6.2

Practical insights

Our research has several practical insights. First,
warning message designers should take into account
the color application and which color best
communicates to users. More precisely, color seems to
be an important design element that can be more or
less efficient across different cultures. That is, the
introduction of other colors (e.g., yellow for invalid
certificates in the Chrome web browser) should be
done with precaution as it may lead to lower appeal
among users which could, ultimately, impact users’
behavioral intentions. Second, we found that cues to
action strongly impact the perceived risk, which, in
turn, impacts the behavioral intentions. This is an
interesting finding as it suggests that users are willing
to pay more attention to warning messages if they are
more informed about the hazards that are
communicated through the warning message. This is
especially useful in the organizational context as
employees could be better informed, educated and
trained on the risks related to being non-compliant.
Hence, effective communication could be an important
factor in leveraging organizational security.

6.3

Limitations and future research

Our study has several limitations. Our sample was
general Internet users, which could limit some of our
conclusions in such a way that, for example,
employees from organizations could behave differently
in their organizational setup than general Internet
users. Second, we focused only on two different
countries. It would be better to add additional cultures,
such as African or Asian cultures, which could
demonstrate different behaviors in the warning context.
Future research could extend our findings by including
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additional color schemes to test if certain colors have
higher or lower psychological arousal with users. In
other words, to further understand how users’
experiences would be impacted if different color
applications are presented to them.

[9] Silic, M., Silic, D., and Oblakovic, G., "The Effects of
Colour on Users’ Compliance with Warning Banner
Messages across Cultures", ECIS 2016, 2016
[10] Shi, J., Zhang, C., and Jiang, F., "Does Red Undermine
Individuals' Intellectual Performance? A Test in China",
International Journal of Psychology, 50(1), 2015, pp. 81-84.

7. Conclusion
Our
research
investigated
cross-cultural
effectiveness of the warning message to understand
key drivers of users’ behavioral intentions toward
being more compliant. Supported by the color-incontext theory, we found that culture is an important
dimension in the specific warning message context in
which color appeal is a salient antecedent to behavioral
intentions in culturally distinct countries. We derive
several theoretical contributions and practitioners’
insights.
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